Double Dutch?
Formative Years, Youth Memories, and the Life Course of Older
Dutch-Americans: The Role of Ethnicity and Religion
Peter Ester
In their classic study on ethnic Americans, Dinnerstein and Reimers show that the
massive flow of immigrants from western and northern Europe in the 19th century
has largely been absorbed into mainstream American culture.1 Assimilation is the
rule, rather than the exception. The longer immigrant groups have lived in the
United States, the more they have given up their original culture and the more they
have assimilated. The loss of what Dinnerstein and Reimers call “Old World culture”
is above all observed in the abandoning of native immigrant languages in everyday
life, in the church, in schools, in ethnic media, and in increasing intermarriage (“the
ultimate form of assimilation”).
These trends can be observed among protestant Dutch-American immigrants as well
but at a much slower pace. Most immigrant groups have been assimilated in three
generations. Dutch protestant immigrants “resisted (structural) assimilation until the
fourth and even fifth generation thanks to their church-related institutions and still
cling to their (symbolic) ethno-religious identity.”2 Dutch protestant immigrants in
the mid-nineteenth century crossed the Atlantic as a group and settled as a group in
their Michigan and Iowa enclaves.3 They settled as Dutch secessionist Calvinists,
bringing their own peculiar history, culture, religion, and identity. Part of their
Calvinist way of life was to keep the sinful world at a distance and to carefully
regulate cultural borders between themselves and the world. This unique
combination of collective emigration and settling, ethnicity, and religion was a major
barrier to rapid assimilation and Americanization. The 19th century Dutch
immigrants surely wanted to become part of American society but in a self-directed
way, i.e. by holding on to their Calvinist convictions and values. Cultural boundarykeeping was the chief strategy in the self-controlled integration approach of
Calvinist Dutch-Americans.
Over the years Dutch Calvinist immigrants built strong community networks of
social institutions: Calvinist (Reformed) churches, Christian schools, colleges,
welfare and mutual-aid societies, social clubs, Dutch (and later English) language
press and other media. These networks represent substantial social capital
accumulated by Dutch-American communities but had a tendency to be innerdirected.4 Building a religiously and ethnically based “exclusive” institutional
infrastructure was a vital strategy in the conservation of the Dutch cultural heritage.
The community, the church, and the school system were (and to a large extent still
are) the preeminent institutional pillars of Dutch-American Calvinist settlements.
The gradual transition to using the English language at home, in church, and
(earlier) in school was the major step towards further acculturation and integration
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of Dutch Calvinists into American society. This transition was slower compared to
other immigrant groups, which signifies a form of “decelerated” modernization.5
The distinguishing feature of Calvinist Dutch-Americans is the way their Reformed
worldview mingles with ethnicity: they are Calvinists but Calvinists of Dutch
descent. It seems that in essence the Dutch component is the more flexible part of
this religion-and-ethnicity blending. Over time the attachment to the Netherlands
was gradually replaced by affection for America.6 With each new generation, further
affective erosion took place of the original strong bonds with the “old country”; the
“strangers in a strange land” were not so strange anymore. In many cases this
psychological and cultural transition from the old Dutch identity to the new
American identity was accompanied by tensions and conflict, not only within but
also between generations. Clashes over replacing Dutch by the English language—
particularly in the church—clearly illustrate this point.7 But in the end (also) the
language issue was framed as a practical issue. Dutch immigrants realized that
mastering the English language was a central survival and integration strategy and
crucial for the upward mobility of the next generations. Maintaining and
transferring the Calvinist faith and coping with both internal and external
challenges, eventually, was of greater significance than the language it was voiced
in. Krabbendam argued that for Dutch-American Calvinist immigrants their
Reformed convictions and ways of life were much more important than making
ethnic statements with respect to their Dutch identity. “[T]he stronger the religious
identity of a group the less it has a need for an explicit ethnic identity.”8
Many observers of contemporary Dutch-American culture and lifestyle will, and in
fact do, argue that for most Dutch-Americans being of Dutch descent is merely a
symbolic part of their Calvinist identity.9 Dutch-Americans are first and foremost
Americans. Visiting Dutch-American communities (e.g. Holland, Michigan or Pella,
Iowa) does indeed reinforce the idea of mere symbolic representations of Dutch
heritage. One is greeted with a folkloristic bonanza of commercialized Dutch
memorabilia, yearly tulip festivals and Dutch parades (accompanied by obligatory
street-scrubbing & clog-dancing), restaurants featuring authentic Dutch food
(“erwtensoep” and “boerenkool”), museums illustrating local Dutch immigration
history and displaying local Dutch paraphernalia, and visitor bureaus linking its city
to a strong Dutch presence symbolized, of course, by the inevitable windmill and
ditto wooden shoes. It is easy to ridicule such folkloric and cliché manifestations of
Dutch identity. But that is not the way the professional sociologist looks at these
symbolic ethnic expressions. “On the surface these manifestations are business
boosters conforming to American stereotypes about ethnic peculiarities, below the
surface these invented traditions reinforce ethnic identity and solidarity as well.”10
Symbolic manifestations of Dutch ethnicity are cultural identity markers too as they
convey messages about how a group sees its own ethnic identity: historical and
current. This is precisely the subject of my article: the way older Dutch-Americans
recall the role that being of Dutch descent played in their personal history (their
formative years) and how this affects their current feelings of being Dutch. As I will
outline next, there are good, even urgent reasons to focus a study of Dutch ethnicity,
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of growing up Dutch-American, on the oldest still living generation of DutchAmericans.
Generation Replacement and Lost Social Memories
With the passage of each generation of Americans, a generation holding unique
memories of the societal events and cultural idiosyncrasies that are characteristic of
certain historic epochs disappears. For the historical and sociological understanding
of Dutch-American culture, generational replacement implies the vanishing of direct
witnesses of (and participants in) societal developments that were crucial for a
particular era.11 Historians and sociologists should therefore treasure the oldest
living generation of Dutch-Americans as they hold first-hand information and
experiences that are by definition unique. This research imperative, however, is not
very central to mainstream Dutch-American research. The systematic study of
individual and collective memories of Dutch-American seniors is at best a marginal
research interest. The downside of this generational neglect is the omission of
studying the prime subjects and observers of major social, cultural, and religious
events. Those persons that shaped or experienced major historical events are often
not part of our study. This is a remarkable conclusion that becomes more pressing
with the disappearance of each distinct older generation.
This study aims at correcting this generational neglect by investigating the manner
in which the present generation of older Dutch-Americans reflects on its formative
years, and more specifically on how this cohort experienced their “Dutchness”, i.e.
social, cultural, and religious practices, rituals, and events that constituted and
reinforced their Dutch identity. For these purposes, a sample of older (Reformed and
Christian Reformed) Dutch-Americans living in Holland, Michigan, has been
interviewed regarding their memories of how their ethnic identity as Dutch
descendants was shaped during the period in which they grew up: the stories they
were told about being Dutch, typical Dutch customs, manners, and habits they
learned, Dutch folklore they witnessed, religious and church practices that were
essential to being Dutch, companionship with other Dutch-Americans, participation
in Dutch-American civil and church associations and leisure clubs, typical Dutch
phrases they were taught, memories of the “old” country that were conveyed, etc.
Immigration tales (memories, stories, oral traditions, letters) are an important
contribution to picture the subjective side of immigrants’ lives and the way they find
common ground between their culture and mainstream American culture. As a form
of oral history such immigration tales reflect the way specific generations cope with
shaping, experiencing, and maintaining their identity and culture in modern
American society.12 How the oldest generation of Dutch-Americans reflects on its
Dutch identity and the way these reflections are related to the formative years of
their generation is the main theme of this study.
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Older Dutch-Americans: An Unusual Civic Generation
Studying the individual and collective memories of the formative years (and its
lasting life course effects) of the oldest cohort of living Dutch-Americans is of vital
importance because we are dealing with a generation that is now quickly being
replaced. The size of the cohort is constantly shrinking and cohort members are
reaching the upper age levels, which in combination negatively affects research
possibilities. There is a more substantive reason as well. The generation of DutchAmericans born before World War II was part of a quite specific cohort of
Americans, both in terms of the basic beliefs and values they hold and in terms of the
societal events and developments they witnessed during their formative (and later)
years. In retrospect it turned out to be a decidedly civic generation that was highly
engaged in community affairs and well embedded in community life. In a sweeping
assessment of the American condition, Robert Putnam argues in his much-debated
book Bowling Alone that with each new generation civic engagement is on the decline
in American society.13 Putnam’s main message is that in the last quarter-century
Americans have become increasingly disconnected from their families, friends,
neighbors, communities, social institutions, and public life; in short, American
communities are confronted with a serious and painful loss of social capital. Using a
wide variety of, though rather conventional, indicators, Putnam shows that
Americans are less and less partaking in the political game, are less involved in
religious and secular social activities, their civic participation is going down, they
attend fewer informal social gatherings, and their social connections have
substantially thinned.14 The “cataclysmic” decline of social capital in American
society according to Putnam is first and foremost due to generation replacement:
“The more recent the cohort, the more dramatic its disengagement from community
life. This is a strong clue that the overall decline in civic engagement in America over
the last several decades was rooted in generational differences.”15 The baby boomers
and their successors have seriously withdrawn from civic engagement. The prewar
generation—the generation born between 1910 and 1940—is the generation par
excellence that was directed at advancing the common good, at shaping the civil
society: “voting more, joining more, reading more, trusting more, giving more.”16
Thus, the oldest cohort of Dutch-Americans is part of an exceptionally civic
generation.17
Yet there is more. The oldest generation is not only the most engaged in community
affairs and embedded in community life, but they (particularly the core cohort born
between 1925 and 1930) also witnessed a number of drastic and far-reaching societal
events: including the (impact of the) depression years, World War II, postwar
prosperity, Cold War, Vietnam, Civil Rights Movement, and the diffusion of major
innovations such as the car, television, and later the computer and the Internet. The
present generation of older Americans also observed the rise of a booming consumer
society, rapid urban sprawl and suburbanization, changing race relations, the
expansion of higher education, and the growth of an affluent middle class. These
events and developments had a tremendous impact on the beliefs, attitudes, and
values of this cohort, an impact that lasted over the life course of its cohort members.
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The formative years of the prewar generation were marked by radical contingencies
that equally impacted the Dutch-American prewar generation. Their communities
were rapidly opening up both economically, socially, and culturally, and
increasingly subject to secularization forces, individualism, consumerism, and outgroup marriages. Their churches were involved in complicated issues of how to
assess their role in the world, how they had to respond to pressing societal issues
and technological innovations, how to face revivalist, liberal, and ecumenical
movements, how to respond to “worldly amusements,” and how to prepare the next
generation for the challenges and temptations posed by a rapidly changing
American society.18
There are, in short, substantive theoretical and demographic grounds to study the
way the generation of older Dutch-Americans look back at their formative years:
their numbers are declining as their cohort is being replaced, they hold unique
information on unique periods, and they were witnesses of major societal events
during their lives. Before going into this further, I should introduce some
sociological theory: what actually is a generation?
Generation Theory
In order to understand the generational features of the oldest living cohort of DutchAmericans it is important to reflect a little on what constitutes a generation and what
makes a generation different from other (older and younger) generations. The issue
of the emergence and dissolution of generations—particularly in relationship to
social and cultural change—is a classic subject in the discipline of sociology. The
foundations for a theory of generations were especially developed by Karl
Mannheim (1893-1947), one of the most influential European sociologists of the
previous century. In an eminent and still highly relevant article titled “Das Problem
der Generationen,” Mannheim advances a sophisticated conceptualization of the
role of generations in modern society.19 He stresses that a generation is not a mere
statistical birth cohort, but refers to individuals who are born in the same historical
period (zeitgeist), living in the same socio-cultural space, who are aware of sharing
similar youth experiences in their formative years, who are bonded by a common
view on current societal developments, and who above all share a feeling of
belonging to a generation. Mannheim rejects the positivistic generation approach
which links generational replacement to fixed periods (roughly every thirty years,
the period needed to become an adult) and which defines generations in a
genealogical way (parents and their children). In his view, a generation differs from
other generations because their formative experiences—i.e. significant adventures
(schicksale) between the age of 15 and 25—have lasting effects over a generation’s life
course in terms of how they view the world (attitudes, values, ethics, behavior). In
this sense generations build a specific and unique social identity both as a result of
how they perceive the world but also as a result of how the world views them. This
conceptualization therefore presupposes that generation members subjectively
identifying with their generation, are linked by a common biography (a historic
schicksalgemeinschaft), have an elementary feeling of a joint destiny, and a basic sense
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of being different from other generations. Generation membership assumes
generation consciousness and a belief that one’s generation is distinct from other
generations. And this is precisely why generation theory and oral history are best
friends: both are uniquely qualified to conceptualize and tap the essence of
generational identification and the way generations look back at their formative
years.
Generational awareness, therefore, is a necessary cultural condition for a generation
to emerge, an awareness that separates it from other generations. Generations, in the
words of C. Wright Mills, develop on the intersection of history and biography,
meaning that major societal, political, or economic events such as wars, revolutions,
times of poverty or prosperity are fundamental to the formation of a collective
generational awareness or entelechy as Mannheim would say.20 Mannheim’s
generation theory has a classic status in the social sciences and features prominently
in the rationale underlying this study of the ethnic-religious identity of older DutchAmericans.
Hypothesis and Methodology
The thoughts and literature review presented so far lead me to hypothesize that the
oldest generation of Dutch-Americans feel that they are different from other
generations in the way their Dutch (ethnic-religious) identity was shaped during
their formative years and in the way their identity was reinforced and maintained
during their personal life course. They will particularly experience biographical
differences in (the saliency of) Dutch identity with younger generations of DutchAmericans. This generation of older Dutch-Americans grew up in very different
times, under very different socio-economic conditions, and with a distinct set of
ethnic, cultural, and religious values that are supposed to have had lasting effects on
their life course, lifestyle, and ethnic self-identification. This study tests this basic
hypothesis by picturing how the oldest generation of Dutch-Americans characterizes
its “Dutchness,” how its members link their Dutch identity to the formative years of
their generation, and which identity differences they accentuate in comparing their
generation with other (younger) generations of Dutch-Americans.
Sample and Interviews
The main subjects in this study are older Dutch-Americans from Holland, Michigan,
the area where Dutch immigrant leader Van Raalte and his followers settled in the
mid-nineteenth century. The Holland, Michigan area (still) has a very strong Dutch
presence and because of this fact is an obvious region to conduct a study of DutchAmerican identity.21 Twenty-one respondents were selected from four local
originally “Dutch” churches, affiliated either with the Reformed Church in America
(RCA) or Christian Reformed Church (CRC): First Church and Third Church (both
RCA), Pillar Church and 14th Street Church (both CRC).22 These four churches cover
a reasonable degree of inter- and intra-denominational diversity. The CRC seceded
from the RCA in 1857 for issues related to the use of the English language, the speed
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of assimilation, Masonic Lodge membership, and a number of theological subjects,
among other things.23 In general the CRC is the more conservative church. Four
criteria were used to select potential respondents:
1. Born before 1935;
2. Being at least a third generation Dutch-American;
3. Having spent one’s formative years in Holland, Michigan;
4. Being of good health and having a sound memory.
Churches and respondents were carefully selected with the help of Elton J. Bruins,
Jacob E. Nyenhuis, and Robert P. Swierenga, research professors at the Van Raalte
Institute (Hope College, Holland, Michigan).
In mid-June 2007, respondents received a letter from the Van Raalte Institute
explaining the goal of the study, introducing me as the researcher, and asking them
to participate in a personal interview with me. Later that month respondents were
contacted by phone by the Institute’s administration to verify their willingness to
participate and, if indeed willing, to set a date and time for a face-to-face interview.
Nearly all approached respondents agreed to be interviewed, which is in itself a very
positive sign. All interviews were conducted by me and took place in July 2007.
Respondents’ ages range between 72 and 92 (mean age is 81.3 ; ten respondents are
male, eleven are female. Interviews lasted between one and two hours (mean length
about 90 minutes). Respondents are well spread over the four local churches and the
two Reformed denominations (10 RCA, 11 CRC). No claim for representativeness is
made. For a wider range of experiences of this generation of Dutch-Americans—
including the ones that deliberately moved out of Holland—one needs a
considerably larger and more diverse sample. Such an approach, however, was not
feasible given practical constraints.
The questionnaire was semi-structured, leaving ample opportunity for open and
follow-up questions.24 Most interviews took place in the morning at respondents’
homes and were taped with a digital recorder.25 I will not use respondents’ real
names in order to assure their anonymity and privacy. Confidentiality of the
interviews will, of course, be respected.
The interview started with some demographic questions (age, sex, marital status,
ethnic background of spouse, number of (grand) children). Next, a number of issues
were addressed related to the saliency of the respondent’s Dutch-American
background:
- perceived distinctiveness of his or her generation of older DutchAmericans;
- typical values and beliefs attributed to that generation;
- memories of respondent’s Dutch-American upbringing;
- stories, customs, and manners during respondent’s youth years;
- ethnic composition of (past and present) peer groups;
- ethnic marriages;
- importance of the church in respondent’s childhood;
- the perceived effect of being of Dutch origin on one’s later life, such as on
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fundamental beliefs and values;
respondent’s image of and bond with the Netherlands;
respondent’s view on Dutch-American identity among the youngest
generation of Dutch-Americans;
and, finally, expectations on the future of Dutch-American culture and
identity.

The interviews, without exception, were very pleasant. Respondents evidently liked
to talk about their childhood and youth years, their Dutch-American upbringing,
and to reflect on their generation. Respondents were generally well prepared and
often showed me various Dutch paraphernalia, memorabilia, and genealogical
family histories. Older Dutch-Americans care about their church and culture and are
eager—sometimes after a little encouragement—to talk about their youth, life course,
and generation.
It has to be stressed that my sample consists of Dutch-Americans sharing a Calvinist
and Reformed heritage. As such this article is dealing with a very specific group of
religiously and politically quite conservative Dutch-Americans. Their identity might
differ substantially from Dutch-Americans who are Catholic or whose roots are
going back to the original Dutch settlers of New Amsterdam, the Hudson River
Valley, and New Jersey. The sociological template is thus not germane to all DutchAmericans.
The Personal Interview as Oral History
The methodology used in this study is an exercise in oral history.26 In letting
respondents tell their life history, I attempt to reconstruct the ways their generation,
their formative years, and their Dutch-American identity are interlinked. It is a
method to understand how generations look back at their life course, and the major
events and transitions that took place. Storytelling is the approach par excellence
through which respondents make sense of their personal history, a history that
unfolds itself within the wider societal context of the formation and life course of
their generation. “Oral history gives history back to the people in their own
words.”27 Oral history brings back the human dimension in the sociology of
generation formation, and the personal aspect in subjective generational
membership. Generations are not merely statistical birth cohorts, but groups of
people that share a common history.
Particularly given the age composition of the respondents in this study, the role of
memory is important. Obviously, people cannot remember all the events and
transitions in their childhood and youth years that are related to their DutchAmerican upbringing. There is always choice, subjectivity, and bias. But in this
study I am not interested in the perfect accuracy of respondents’ memory, but in the
kind of stories they tell about their Dutch-American background, their formative
years, and their generation. Oral history and its narrative methodology are about
subjective significance and not about objective precision.
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Doing oral history has also implications for the role of the interviewer. He or she
needs to show a keen interest in the stories told by the respondent, not to debate or
discuss, but to ask in order to get the story behind the story. To achieve this, one
needs the right combination of empathy, sensitivity, and subtleness. If the researcher
succeeds in doing so, fascinating and sometimes amazing stories will be the result.
Listening to people’s life stories is one of the most rewarding professional
experiences for the social scientist.
Results
The analyses presented are based on a merged data set in which the answers of
respondents to the various questions were pooled and classified by respondent’s
(altered) name, sex, age, and denomination. Reporting the main findings of this
study will be structured along the following themes: pride in Dutch heritage, the
assumed uniqueness of the present generation of older Dutch-Americans, nature of
Dutch-American upbringing at home, composition of Dutch-American peer group,
the role of the church in one’s youth, Sunday observance, the effects of DutchAmerican socialization on one’s later life, endogamy and peer group composition,
images of the Netherlands, the youngest generation and Dutch-American culture,
and the future of Dutch-American culture. This structure follows my main
hypothesis that the oldest generation of Dutch-Americans feels that they are distinct
in terms of their “Dutchness,” which can be traced to the nature of their upbringing,
and the lasting effects of the formative experiences over the life course of this
generation.
As a rule I will quote respondents literally, and will not change their wording, style,
or grammar.
Proud to Be Dutch
Being proud of one’s ethnic heritage can be seen as a positive affect in the way
people identify with their ethnic background. Appreciating one’s cultural ancestry is
a significant factor in how people connect to their ethnic group. Are older DutchAmericans proud of their Dutch descent? Is having a Dutch background important
and meaningful to them? This certainly appears to be the case, at first though in a
rather straightforward, unconditional way. “Certainly, I’m proud of it” (female, 85,
CRC); “I surely am, there is nothing we shouldn’t be proud of” (female, 87, CRC);
“Oh, I’m proud of it. Oh yes” (female, 80, RCA); “I feel very proud of it” (male, 89,
RCA); “Yeah, I am proud that I am Dutch. You know, we have a saying here: If you
ain’t Dutch, you ain’t much” (male, 84, CRC); “Definitely. Definitely proud to be
Dutch” (female, 87, CRC). The first reaction is typically a forthright positive one, but
further explaining generally needed some extra reflection by respondents. “I don’t
know why I am so proud of it. I often wondered about that” (female, 87, CRC).
Analyzing the principal arguments underlying their positive attitude towards their
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Dutch ancestry and background in more detail shows that distinct basic social and
particularly religious values are the main determinants. The predominance of strong
values is why older Dutch-Americans take pride in their Dutch heritage. “Most of
the Dutch people had values. I think that, in our bringing up, we took those values
to heart. Hard work, family, and church” (male, 84, CRC); “The Dutch have strong
families” (male, 89, RCA); “It’s my roots, and I love the Netherlands” (female, 80,
RCA); “Good, honest, hard-working, Christian” (female, 74, CRC); “You know,
we’ve always held God and the church as priority in our life over everything else,
and that’s the way I was raised, so I have to try not to depart from that” (female, 92,
RCA); “I’m proud of the things we live by, I think our ethics are pretty strong.
Ethics. You bet. And I just like my way, that I was brought up. We’re clean” (female,
85, CRC); “I think, first of all, I have to thank my parents for bringing me up in the
religion, the Dutch religion (…) and I think the Dutch people are very clean and neat
(…) We take care of our own, you help your own. My Dad always said: charity
begins at home” (female, 87, CRC); “We were brought up to think that we were
special (…) but we’re good Americans” (male, 84, RCA); “For our religion and our
stand that we take, and our customs, you know, and our cleanliness, I am proud to
be Dutch” (female, 87, CRC); “I am grateful for it, yes. I think my heritage is
worthwhile” (male, 76, CRC); “We’re clean, we’re hard workers, and we’ve
accomplished what we strive for, and we’ve been successful in our jobs” (male, 76,
RCA); “Well, I guess I identify very much with my relatives and friends and people
in this community who are Dutch (…) basically I’m proud of the fact that I am
Dutch, sure” (male, 76, RCA); “I’ve always been proud, I loved Holland, I had a
wonderful boyhood here, Dutch cleanliness. It means something. On the other hand,
I am not so wrapped up in it that I don’t appreciate the diversity we’re getting in
Holland presently” (male, 83, RCA).
It is a special configuration of religious and social values, in short, that illustrates
why older Dutch-Americans cherish their Dutch heritage and upbringing: strong
religious beliefs and norms, strong work ethic, strong family values, and rigorous
cleanliness.28 As we will see in the next section, this peculiar cultural pattern of
values and convictions is still widely shared by the present generation of older
Dutch-Americans.
Older Dutch-Americans: A Distinct Generation?
An important aspect of classic generation theory, as outlined above, is that a cohort
becomes a generation because cohort members were born and raised in the same
historical period, under the same socio-economic circumstances, and shares a notion
of being special and dissimilar from other birth cohorts. How different does the
present cohort of older Dutch-Americans think they are? What are the beliefs and
values they have in common and live by? Do they relate the distinctiveness of their
beliefs and values to the way they were socialized in their formative years?
The evidence is quite convincing that my sample of older Dutch-Americans feel they
share basic outlooks that set them apart from other, particularly younger,
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generations. The beliefs and values they point to are precisely those they specified in
stating why they are proud of their Dutch heritage: (still) strong adherence to
(Christian) Reformed doctrines and active church involvement, an omnipresent
work ethic, the centrality of the family, and uncompromising cleanliness. Compared
to the generation of their parents, the present generation of older Dutch-Americans
may feel they are less strict in their way of life, but the basic religious and cultural
ingredients of the Reformed tradition—in their eyes—are still there. “Work ethic is a
big thing for my generation. Most of us are still pretty much faithful in church
attendance” (male, 79, CRC); “Most of us have stayed pretty much solid in our
religion” (male, 72, RCA); “Religious values would be the predominant ones” (male,
76, RCA); “The importance of living a Christian life, the importance of a family and
family life, and hard work (…) I wouldn’t buy anything unless I had the money for
it, I wouldn’t buy anything on time” (female, 84, RCA); “We attend church, we keep
the Sabbath day holy pretty much, although we’ve become a lot more lenient (…) we
believe in work, work hard and rest on the Sabbath” (female, 73, RCA); “Church,
family, hard work, and Dutch clean” (male, 83, RCA); “We all grew up by the
Heidelberg Catechism, the Belgic Confession, and the Canons of Dort” (female, 80,
RCA); “We expect to work for what we get, and that is pretty much Dutch heritage;
and frugal, yeah, we watch our pennies” (male, 78, RCA); “We don’t go into big
debts with credit cards and that kind of stuff, we borrowed cash” (male, 84, CRC),
“We are known for our cleanliness, we keep our homes and yards and everything.
As we say: cleanliness is next to godliness” (female, 76, CRC); “Yeah, I think we do,
such as religious things and the upkeep of our homes and values; we’re not
spendthrifts but we’re good givers to people in need” (female, 87, CRC); “Our work
ethic (…) and the stringent requirements of the church, they have a indelible spot in
my heart” (male, 84, RCA); “You work hard for everything. You don’t expect
anybody to give you anything. We don’t go to the government (…) and like sending
our children to Christian schools, my husband had a second job to pay for their
tuition” (female, 87, CRC); “Christian values, neatness, and hard work” (female, 85,
CRC); “Well, first and foremost, church attendance, and next the fair dealing with
other people, and really feeling you have to provide for yourself and your family”
(female, 92, RCA); “Hard workers. We had to work hard for everything we got. Long
hours” (male, 80, CRC); “We didn’t figure on anybody else helping us (…) the
household of faith needed to look after each other (…) you provided for your family
and that was your responsibility” (male, 76, CRC).
The self-understanding of the present generation of older Dutch-Americans—even if
they became more flexible over their life course as we will see later—is quite
coherent and consistent: you lead a Christian life style, you attend church, you work
hard, you take care of yourself, your family, and your property, and you spend
money carefully. Did such a basic value system, according to the respondents, affect
the way their generation has been doing in life? The issue underlying this question is
a major premise of generation theory: the specific psychology of a generation—
heavily influenced by their upbringing—conditions the life course of a generation.
Here is how older Dutch-Americans experienced the influence of the specific value
pattern of their generation. “Absolutely. Because there’s no substitute for a spiritual
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upbringing. That’s the key. I think my Dutch upbringing was a real gift” (male, 79,
CRC); “I would think so. The work ethic is the biggest thing for me. I wouldn’t be
here if I didn’t have a work ethic. I just feel that I’ve got to get out and go to work
and do my part. I have been so blessed, this is my way of paying back” (male, 84,
RCA); “I think so. The Dutch are known for their cleanliness, you know, and I think
Holland being a Dutch city, basically is a clean city. People keep up their homes and
their yards and everything” (female, 76, CRC); “I think an awful lot of us have been
very successful. What would be the reason? I think we were aggressive, that’s my
feeling” (male, 72, RCA); “Well, I think they’ve kind of shaped the community here
in Holland. Because they were in the majority, and could live in a way that was
consistent with their values” (male, 76, RCA); “Both our parents and grandparents
were Christians. It means a lot. It just becomes a part of you” (male, 84, CRC); “I
think we still have our values, but I’m wondering if we’ve passed them all on to the
younger generation” (female, 84, RCA); “Well, I guess so. I know that here in town
those firms that have done well have said a lot of it was due to the work ethic of the
Dutch employees they could hire. But, the truth is, by this time, a lot of the
employees they hire are Mexican or most other ethnic group” (male, 83, RCA). Older
Dutch-Americans believe they share similar values, values that they feel have had a
strong impact on their lives and how they have been doing in life.29 I will come back
to this issue in more detail later in this study.
Dutch-American Culture at Home: Ways and Traditions
As already indicated, Dutch-American colonies were slower than many other
immigrant groups in assimilating to American society and its mainstream culture.
The main causes were related to the specific Dutch emigration history, particularly
the religious afscheidings-motives, Reformed theology, the group-wise emigration
and group-wise settlement, and the unique linkage of religion, church, and ethnicity.
These factors implied that even later generations of Dutch immigrants would hold
on to several “Dutch” practices, ways, and traditions. According to Bratt,
Having all the marks of the WASP profile, the Dutch did not melt into
American society on schedule; in fact, they vociferously resisted the same.
Socioeconomic dysfunction cannot explain the anomaly, for in these areas the
Dutch have adjusted well enough. The reason must lie in considerable part in
the realm of “outlook,” “religion,” and “mind.”30
But with the further advancement of Americanization, later generations would—
almost routinely—adopt American practices, ways, and traditions. Dutch
immigrants came here to become American citizens, and not to stick to the culture of
the old country. But this takes time, of course. Cultural adjustments do not take
place overnight. In this section I will explore what was left of any peculiar Dutch
habits and customs during the formative years of the generation of older DutchAmericans. Did their parents tell them about the Dutch background of the family,
did they feel that was important or not, are there typical Dutch words or Dutch lines
they remember from their youth, were certain Dutch stories, folklore, or tales being
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told, were typical Dutch dishes being served? The findings will show that most of
the parents of my respondents were already well into having adopted American
habits and customs. Some Dutch ways survived but were typically blended with
American conventions. The Americanization of Dutch culture was well on its way
during the formative years of this generation of older Dutch-Americans.
It is interesting that being Dutch-American and having a Dutch background was
hardly explicitly addressed during the formative years of my respondents. At first
this seems counter-intuitive given the strong Reformed values, beliefs, and norms
that governed their youth. On second thought, however, the explanation is quite
evident: almost everyone was Dutch, of Dutch origin, at that time. Ethnic references
do not make much sense in a majority situation. Being Dutch “was just obvious (…)
we were surrounded by so many of them” (male, 76, CRC); “I think we just took that
all for granted, you know (…) the whole community was Dutch. We just knew we
were Dutch” (female, 85, CRC); “You can’t kind of avoid it, living in Holland” (male,
83, RCA); “Because it was so real in my family” (female, 92, RCA); “Everyone of the
CRC church kids went to the Christian school—so it was pretty much obvious that
we were all from Dutch background. And [respondent jokes] we didn’t have many
Italians or Jews” (male, 84, RCA); “Now, let’s see—how do you really develop that
idea, that you are Dutch? Well, for one thing, you get it from going to church and
Sunday School, definitely” (female, 80, CRC); “In Holland at that time most people
were” (male, 78, RCA); “I don’t think it ever came up. We just knew” (female, 76,
CRC); “I never heard any pride expressed in being Dutch, in the family. ‘You should
be proud, you’re a 100% Dutchman’—no, that just didn’t get said” (male, 83, RCA);
“We just grew up in it, you just sort of assumed it” (female, 84, RCA); “Well, I’ll tell
you, When I was young I was in the first [1929] Tulip Time parade” (female, 85,
CRC). In a more or less ethnically homogeneous community, ethnicity is simply
taken for granted.
Language as Cultural Marker
Besides the “because-everyone-was-Dutch” argument, language did play a distinct
role. Having parents who still could speak Dutch and who switched to Dutch in
certain situations strengthened the awareness of being Dutch too. “When my parents
didn’t want us to know something, they’d talk Dutch. My grandparents couldn’t
speak English” (female, 85, CRC); “My Dad and mother talked in Dutch a lot in the
home, when they had things they didn’t want us to know, then they talked in Dutch.
Of course, we picked up on some of it, but never could converse ourselves” (male,
84, RCA); “We had our Dutch church paper, the old “Wachter” (male, 76, CRC);
“When we sat at the kitchen table eating if our parents didn’t want us to know what
they were talking about, they talked Dutch” (male, 72, RCA); “My mother loved to
speak Dutch but at home we would speak English” (female, 87, CRC); “When people
visited my grandparents at our home, they would speak Dutch. It was very apparent
to me that my lineage was from the Netherlands and was Dutch” (male, 76, RCA);
“Well, whenever my uncle from East Saugatuck came over, all he talked was Dutch”
(male, 84, CRC); “My parents always spoke Dutch to each other. So much I couldn’t
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even speak English and the teacher came over and said, ‘If you don’t teach this boy
English, he’s not going to learn in school’”(male, 79, CRC); “During the early 1930s,
my grandfather lived in Zeeland. When we would go there on Sunday we had to go
to the Dutch service, we couldn’t understand one thing that was going on” (male, 84,
RCA); “My husband’s parents spoke the English language with a little Dutch twist to
it, and that kept us constantly aware of the heritage. Dress also. Very modest, very
dark colors” (female, 92, RCA); “My Dad always prayed in Dutch, the Lord’s Prayer
in Dutch” (male, 79, CRC). In these cases language functions as a reminder and
indicator of being Dutch-American, even if the history of one’s Dutch background as
such is not being part of the theme. Hearing Dutch even occasionally reinforces the
notion of being part of a specific culture. This is even more so in cases in which
respondents remember Dutch church services in their youth. Some do. “We had an
American service in the morning and a Dutch one in the afternoon, but I always
went in the morning” (male, 89, CRC); “My mother would go to church where they
still had the Dutch language. I can remember that. They had one service of Dutch at
that time” (male, 80, CRC); “For years I attended the Dutch service in Prospect Park.
The English service was in the morning and the Dutch service in the afternoon. I can
still remember words such as hemel (heaven) and aarde (earth). I liked the Dutch
Psalms” (female, 87, CRC). Sometimes it was more indirectly. “Some of the Dutch
people wanted to keep the Dutch in their churches. Not my grandfather. He was one
that said, ‘No. We’re here in the United States.’ And he could speak Dutch. But he
wanted his kids to learn English, and be Americans, not be Dutch” (male, 83, RCA).
And memories of Dutch words can pop up unexpectedly: “I went to Amsterdam
airport, when I saw the sign above the escalators that said “Opgepast” (be careful),
that was used everyday in our home” (male, 76, RCA).
All in all, it seems that a strong and much discussed interest in their Dutch origins,
in listening to Dutch family stories and Dutch tales, in developing specific DutchAmerican cultural practices was not part of the formative years of the present
generation of older Dutch-Americans. Apart from Tulip Time, there were no regular
Dutch celebrations or Dutch events. The older generation of Dutch-Americans grew
up in a fairly homogeneous Dutch community where cultural differences were much
more defined along religious than along ethnic lines. Ethnic distinctiveness isn’t very
meaningful in the absence of ethnic pluralism, but religious “otherness” is. And the
(Christian) Reformed Dutch communities and churches in the Holland, Michigan
area have certainly had their share of religious differences and separations.31
Later Life
A central assumption of generation theories is that common youth experiences,
common exposure to major societal events during its formative years, have lasting
effects on the life course of generation members.32 These marked experiences set a
generation apart from other generations, and imprint the way a generation looks at
the world, at itself, and at other generations. Generations differ because they grew
up in different social, economic, political, and cultural circumstances that noticeably
shaped their attitudes, beliefs, and life chances. These experiences, so to speak,
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“stick” to a generation. In this section I want to explore how older Dutch-Americans
experienced the way their upbringing—the way they were socialized in basic DutchAmericans values, norms and mores—has influenced the next stages of their life
course. Respondents were asked whether they feel their Dutch-American
background and upbringing had an effect on their later way of life, on their beliefs
about what is right and wrong, as well as on their beliefs about society and the
world.
Do respondents believe that their Dutch-American background had an impact on
their adult years, their later life? This clearly is the case. “Oh yes, I think so. Those
values were taught when we were young and they sort of stick with you. They stay
with you” (female, 84, RCA); “Sure. The work ethic. It is the work ethic’ (male 84,
RCA); “I would say so—I mean, you got the same thing they all say, they all say
‘birds of a feather flock together’ and if you’re Dutch, you kind of get together”
(male, 80, CRC); “It did, but I think over the years I’ve kind of mellowed out on it
somewhat. When we first got married, I was as strict as my parents had been to me”
(male, 72, RCA); “Definitely, definitely” (male, 78, RCA); “Oh yes. You listened to
your mom and dad, and you thought what they said was the truth. That’s the way it
should go” (female, 89, CRC); “You know, I guess I was forty before I ever had a
drop of alcohol” (male, 83, RCA); “It did. But I knew I didn’t want to be that strict. I
certainly wanted to lower the bars” (female, 73, RCA); “Oh yes, definitely. Such as
church attendance, and attitude towards others. You were very careful what kind of
work you did, and you were very loyal to whatever work you had to do. You did the
best you could” (female, 92, RCA); “Oh, definitely. Well, not to be wasteful. You
know, some people throw everything away—well, I’m not. I—what do you say? The
expression is, ‘I’m too Dutch to throw it away’” (female, 87, CRC); “Well, when it
comes to Sunday observance, I still do prefer to keep it a church and family day, as
much as I can. If we do need to make occasional purchases, we do it. But I’d rather
not. I’d really prefer not to” (male, 76, RCA).

God’s Been Good to Us
Do older Dutch-Americans also believe that their Dutch-American upbringing has
influenced how well they personally have been doing in life? Here, opinions are
somewhat more mixed. “I think so, yes. My father brought me up to be a good
business man, and treat everybody the way you’d want them to” (male, 89, RCA); “I
don’t know. I’m just thankful for what I have” (female, 84, RCA); “Yes I do. There
are a lot of people who are just as smart as me, or smarter than me. But I knew how
to do the job, bring it to a conclusion. These are all things I learned from my parents,
it was just imbedded in me” (male, 84, RCA); “Yes. Honesty. You have to have an
honest business, people have to trust you. God’s been so good to us” (female, 74,
CRC); “I worked every Saturday, and I was able to pay my school tuition a year
ahead. But how much credit can I take for how I have been doing? I didn’t throw it
away, but I can’t take all the credit either” (male, 76, CRC); “During my working
years, you had the church and you had the Christian school. I always had a job that
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paid good, but I didn’t get rich at it, you know. It took all the money that we made to
live. All of our kids are college graduates, and we helped them a lot” (male, 72,
RCA); “Yeah, I think so. Well … well, I think the Lord has blessed us. We don’t just
spend recklessly. You try to be honest. I’m sure our upbringing had a lot to do with
that” (male, 84, CRC); “Not really. I think that you are who you are. And that is
genetic-wise, it is also environment-wise” (male, 79, CRC); “A little bit, right. You’re
supposed to work hard. But I don’t know that you can just claim that it’s inbred”
(male, 83, RCA); “Oh, sure. We were taught to work. Everyone should have a job”
(female, 73, RCA); “My values? Definitely. What shall I say, always integrity for
work. You give an honest day’s work for anybody, if you’re employed by somebody.
So, the work ethic. I still have that—I can’t get rid of it. Can’t get rid of that” (female,
80, RCA). For most respondents there is a relationship between Dutch-American
upbringing and being successful in life but not necessarily in a direct way. It sure
helps (particularly in the eyes of those that have been successful), but personal
talents and situational factors count too.
Still Don’t Go Shopping on Sundays
Do older Dutch-Americans feel that their Dutch socialization influenced their
personal beliefs about what is right and wrong? Are their moral convictions related
to their Dutch upbringing? It seems so, but quite a number of respondents indicate
that they have become more lenient and less strict compared to the generation of
their parents. “Oh yes. I tried to bring up my family as a good Christian family, and I
think that’s been successful” (male, 89, RCA); “I’m sure it had a big influence, on
most all moral issues. But a couple of drinks does not bother me as long as you do it
in moderation. I still have some qualms about going to a baseball game on Sunday,
but my parents would have thought I was going right to hell if I told them I did
that” (male, 84, RCA); “Very much so. I was brought up with the Ten
Commandments. But we know it is difficult to keep them” (female, 80, CRC); “I
think we’re more, much more accepting of other people, you know, my parents were
prejudiced, I felt that, and I try very hard not to be” (female, 74, CRC); ‘”Yeah, but I
think some of it wasn’t right. I mean, it was too strict, we reach out more” (female,
88, CRC); “Yes, very much so… You see, the American life, where partying and
drinking and so on … I mean, I like a glass of wine, and I’ll drink a glass of beer, but
I don’t misuse it” (male, 80, CRC); “There was definite rights and wrongs. Never
what you could slide by with” (male, 76, CRC); “Yeah. I think you can have it
pounded into your head, but you still have to have the mind to decipher it: ‘I believe
this’ or ‘I don’t believe this.’ Later in my marriage I started to mellow: the kids were
allowed to go to the pool on Sundays and we go out to dinner on Sunday. I changed
myself” (male, 72, RCA); “Yeah, I would say. Some of our values change, you know.
We do a lot of things today that my folks never did. We go out—we eat out quite a
bit” (male, 84, CRC); “Oh yeah. I wouldn’t buy anything on Sundays after we were
married. We just didn’t do that. That’s the way we were brought up. We still don’t
go shopping on Sunday, I wouldn’t fill up my gas tank on Sunday. You just don’t do
that. But on Sunday night after church we go out for coffee. We do that” (male, 78,
RCA); “We sometimes go to a restaurant but we never take a boat out on Sunday”
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(female, 80, CRC); “I think my upbringing influenced my present beliefs. But I’ve
made my own commitments. That means there’s changes, you know” (male, 79,
CRC); “Well, we sometimes go eating out on Sunday. My parents never did that.
And as far as movies are concerned, it has changed, because I don’t think it’s wrong
to go” (female, 80, RCA); “I think we started eating out on Sunday when we
vacationed in Florida. Then it was okay. But shopping on a Sunday, I still don’t like
that. It doesn’t feel good” (female, 88, CRC); “I think society today is going downhill.
I really do. They mow the grass on Sunday, plant their flowers on Sunday, go to the
beach and swimming on Sunday, think nothing of it” (female, 89, CRC); “Oh yes,
definitely. In the way you dress, the places you go, how you treat other people, what
you do with what you have, attitudes” (female, 92, RCA); “I’m not as strict anymore.
But church itself has changed so much too, you know” (female, 88, CRC); “Yes, yes. I
still believe the way I was brought up. Maybe a little bit more liberal with some of
our actions. In those days, how many people in the church were educated? It was the
pastor. What he said was it. Today, we have much more educated church members.
We are allowed to express ourselves with ideas. I think that’s healthy” (female, 80,
RCA); and an interesting change by the same respondent about inter- and intragenerational differences in emotional self-presentation: “I learned how to show I
cared and loved. Be more friendly to people. My husband was a minister. And I told
him to be less self-contained, to open up especially to his congregation. ‘They are
looking to you as their leader. But they also need to know that you love and care for
them. You’ve got to show them.’ And he began to loosen up. That was a big
change.”
The findings show that older Dutch-Americans clearly feel that their personal life
course is deeply affected by the values, norms, and beliefs that were characteristic
for the upbringing and socialization of their generation. But they changed too.
Maybe not radically but they did. The changes have primarily to do with becoming
less strict, especially compared to the Sunday observance by the generation of their
parents. For most older Dutch-Americans, Sunday restaurant visits are no longer
taboo. Compared to the generations of their parents, they have become less rigorous
in this respect.
My Parents Were Republican, I’m Republican
The present generation of older Americans is not known for having caused major
political controversies with the generation of their parents. In the political arena,
intergenerational relationships were generally at ease. That would be quite different
for the political relationships between this generation of older Americans and their
children, the baby boom generation.33 Still, it is interesting to see how the older
generation of Dutch-Americans frames the political stands of their parents and how
these influenced their own political choices.34 Was there a direct influence, and if so
in which direction? “I’m a conservative Republican and that comes right from my
parents. Oh yeah, we had that hammered in our heads. And of course, we were all
businessmen, you know, and the big difference was union/non-union and we got to
abhor unions” (male, 84, RCA); “Yeah, it did. They [the parents] could see it coming
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just like I see it coming (…) the world’s going to pot, you know” (female, 80, CRC);
“My Dad was a staunch Republican. Right now I’m unhappy with everybody. I
don’t like all this wrangling in the government. It seems like everybody wants their
own way and they get nowhere” (female, 84, RCA); “We are Republicans. We still
are. And our kids are. I do believe that what you were taught sticks with you. You
don’t change. There’s a lot of bad in politics now. I think money buys offices
nowadays. I stick with President Bush because I think he’s a Christian” (female, 74,
CRC); “I’m a Republican but my father was a strong Democrat. You watch your
politics, you watch the ones that are running for it, and if they are true Christians,
that’s the ones that you pick” (male, 80, CRC); “I can get wound up over politics! I
used to think I was fully Republican, but I am not so sure today. Our whole
government is a mess in the United States. It really is. Invading Iraq? I’m not sure we
should have ever gotten there. I’m tickled pink that I don’t have kids over there, you
know? And I voted twice for George Bush, and I say ‘What’s he done for me?’”
(male, 72, RCA); “My parents were Republican, I’m Republican. I think that’s pretty
Dutch. That’s pretty Dutch. Whole western Michigan is Republican and that’s pretty
Dutch” (male, 78, RCA); “My father was a strong Democrat. Well, you know, when
you were poor, Franklin Roosevelt was the man that changed everybody’s mind. But
I believe in capitalism, I’m Republican” (male, 79, CRC); “My parents were
Republican, no doubt. Some of Dad’s proudest moments were bringing Gerry Ford
when he was running for Congress to the Holland Furnace Company. I was very
conservative when I was young, but I’m less so today. Of course, our current
president doesn’t help the conservative cause very much. I’m a switch voter” (male,
83, RCA); “Politics? I don’t know. I’ve never been drastically or dramatically drawn
in any other direction than what my parents were. Mom and Dad were always
Republican. Most of this western Michigan area has always been Republican, yeah. I
think I only ever voted for one Democratic president, and that was John Kennedy. I
remember feeling guilty about it” (female, 92, RCA); “I think my father was a
Democrat. I voted straight Democrat before, sure. But now I don’t anymore. You
have to know who you’re going to, and a lot of times we didn’t do that” (female, 85,
CRC); “I always vote a split. Split ticket. I look at the person, I look at their
credentials, try to figure out their values, and I will vote for that person” (female, 80,
RCA); “I vote Republican just as my parents” (female, 73, RCA); “Politics was not a
big deal in our family, and I’ve never taken a strong interest in that. In most of the
presidential elections from high school on, I think the Republicans swept this part of
the country” (male, 76, RCA); “Being Dutch-American, Reformed or Christian
Reformed, and Republican, that’s standard equipment in Holland” (male, 72, RCA).
The conclusion is rather apparent. Politically, the present generation of older DutchAmericans does not deviate markedly from the choices of their parents; their
preferences are based on values and traditions, and the dominance of the Republican
vote is obvious.35 Though there is political discontent as well, the intergenerational
stability and continuity of the Dutch-American vote is remarkable.36
Ethnicity and Endogamy: If You Weren’t Dutch, You Weren’t Much
Endogamy is the tendency to marry within one’s group or subculture. Sociologically
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seen, in-group marriage strengthens cultural cohesion, regulates group affiliation,
facilitates social control and power over group resources, and helps groups and
subcultures to survive in demanding environments.37 Groups and subcultures that
(directly or indirectly) favor in-group marriage tend to be inner-directed and closed,
and are much stronger in bonding than in bridging with the greater society.
Marrying within the group allows subcultures to keep the outside world (and its
cultural influences) at a distance. Endogamy limits the sensitivity and willingness to
innovation and change. For many generations endogamy was pretty much the
standard practice in Dutch-American settlements, a practice which enabled them to
slow down assimilation and to direct adjustment to mainstream American society.
The peculiar linkage of Dutch ethnicity and Reformed religion within these
settlements was a major cultural advantage in facilitating in-group marriage.
Moreover, endogamous arrangements were rather unproblematic in communities
such as Holland, Michigan as they were predominantly Dutch. Though my sample
of respondents is far from being representative, it is highly interesting to see that ingroup marriage is almost customary among this generation of older DutchAmericans. Of the twenty respondents that are (or were) married, only one
respondent married a non-Dutch partner, and one has a spouse from a mixed Dutch
background. In regard to denomination, seventeen out of the twenty-one
respondents stayed in the denomination (CRC or RCA) of their parents. The other
four changed from either CRC to RCA or vice versa, usually taking the
denomination of their spouses after marriage.38 The older generation of DutchAmericans is fairly homogenous in terms of its ethnic and denominational
composition. I asked a sub sample of twelve respondents about the partner and
denomination choice of their children. It turns out that (still) a majority of their
children married a Dutch-American partner and attends churches in the Reformed
tradition. This is particularly true for children that stayed in the Western Michigan
area. However, higher education and the geographical mobility that it often brings
changes the parameters of ethnic and denominational partner choices.
From a generational point of view, peer group composition is crucial, not only
during the formative years of a generation but also later in the life course. What was
(and is) the ethnic and religious base of the intimate personal network of our
generation of older Dutch-Americans? Were and are most of their close friends
Dutch-American too? One should realize that there is only a limited element of
choice in this matter. Holland, Michigan was of course rather homogeneous
regarding its ethnic composition when the respondents grew up in the 1920s
through the 1940s. I first asked respondents whether most of their friends were
Dutch-American (say at high school age). “Yes, I would say. At least 85%, especially
in this area” (male, 84, RCA); “I would say all of them. All of them” (male, 79, CRC);
“Oh, yeah, most of them” (female, 80, CRC); “In this community, I think you’d have
to say yes” (female, 92, RCA); “Oh, yeah. Oh, everybody in the school, they were all
Christian Reformed, all Dutch, you know” (female, 85, CRC); “Yes, they were. The
only difference we had I guess was the Reformed and the Christian Reformed”
(male, 89, RCA); “Well, I never went to high school; in the country school, most of
them were Dutch”(male, 84, CRC); “I would say so, yeah. Because, you know, nearly
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everybody went to church, everyone in school was either Reformed or Christian
Reformed” (male, 76, RCA)’ “Oh, yeah. All of them. And of course, I went to
Christian school, so I kind of stood out because I was a Reformed and almost all of
my friends were Christian Reformed back then” (male, 72, RCA). The answers reflect
that Holland, Michigan during the formative years of this generation was far from
being ethnically and religiously diverse: most if not all of your friends were Dutch,
Reformed (and) or Christian Reformed.
You Didn’t Date a Catholic
Part of an implicit or explicit endogamy strategy is the existence of an informal rule
that prompts one to date your “own kind.” Was such a rule operative during their
years of adolescence when respondents tried their luck on the relationship market?
Were they supposed to date Dutch boys and girls only, preferably from their own
denomination? This is a somewhat delicate issue - as it is related to ethnocentrism and here is how respondents reacted. “I think that was generally the case. I don’t
think anybody thought about it, it just happened’ (female, 84, RCA); “I don’t know. I
think it was more—marry a good Christian” (female, 74, CRC); “Well, we always did
date our own kind you know, more or less. We pretty much stuck to the Dutch.
Church is all Dutch background (…) and that’s where we get them from” (male, 80,
CRC); “Kind of. I mean, yeah. ‘Well he’s not Dutch’ that’s what they would say, you
know. They wanted you to stay in the Dutch area” (female, 87, CRC); “Oh, you
know, at that age, I don’t think I was aware of that (…) I did go for a person who
was a good Christian. And I felt the Dutch people were very good people” (female,
92, RCA); “Certainly, and from our own church too. I married a girl from Reformed
church, and my parents [CRC] had real doubts about that. It was almost like
marrying a Catholic girl” (male, 84, RCA); “We could date who we wanted. But they
had to be church-going kids. Dad said: long as they go to church” (female, 87, CRC);
“Basically, yes. I knew a Polish boy, and we liked each other a lot. But I knew he was
Polish and Catholic: I knew that my mother might draw the line right there (...)
Catholic people were looked down upon in the community, they were somehow
going to go to hell” (female, 80, RCA); “I had a boy that asked me to go to a dance,
and I told my mother that I was going, and she said, ‘Oh, no, you aren’t.’ And I said,
‘Why not?’ And she said, ‘Because he is Catholic and you are not to date him.’ It was
that severe” (female, 73, RCA); “Not so much, I think. It was not referred to as
‘Dutch,’ but we should stay within our religion” (male, 76, CRC); “I would say so.
Oh, yes. We were definitely encouraged to do that, yes” (female, 73, RCA); “This was
not a big deal in my family, but it certainly was a big deal in families around us”
(male, 76, RCA); “That was a big thing. You didn’t date a Catholic. Oh, no, no, that’s
not good. You stayed there” (male, 72, RCA).
It appears, on balance, that the informal rule of dating within your own group was
more related to religion than to ethnicity. Being of the (Christian) Reformed faith
was more important than being Dutch. But in real life the two were, of course, nearly
inseparable. Holland, Michigan in the formative years of this generation of older
Dutch-Americans was largely a Dutch community and that—almost by definition—
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meant Reformed and Christian Reformed church people. You looked for a
(Christian) Reformed boy or girl, you certainly ended up with a Dutch date. The
dating market was an ethnic-religious market but the religious component was the
thing that really counted.
At later stages in one’s life course, personal friends are likely to be more a matter of
choice based on experience and preference. Is the ethnic and denominational
composition of older Dutch-Americans’ current close friends more diverse than
during their younger years? I asked them whether most of their present friends are
Dutch-Americans. This is how they responded. “I would say most are. We have
some that aren’t Dutch. Most of our friends are through church and school” (male,
84, CRC); “Yes they are” (female, 73, RCA); “Most of them are Dutch-American”
(male, 89, RCA); “All of them. They all are” (male, 79, CRC); “Not all of them, no. I
have many friends from other churches. They’re not Dutch. But being here in
[retirement home], I would say maybe 85% are Dutch” (female, 80, RCA); “Yeah,
they’re like me” (female, 87, CRC); “Most of them. I would say all of them” (female,
92, RCA); “Most of them, yes. But we have Spanish friends too” (female, 74, CRC); “I
would say my close friends here are … no, they’re not all Dutch. But it doesn’t
matter to me” (female, 84, RCA); “Yes. You’re mostly with your own, your church
families and so on, kind of stick to them” (male, 80, CRC); “Probably. A lot of my
friends are from my own church” (female, 76, CRC); “The majority are” (male, 72,
RCA); “Most of them are Dutch, but I have some Spanish friends” (female, 87, CRC);
“Yeah, most of them” (female, 88, CRC); “Yes, but not that I would want it to be that
way. Many attend the same church” (male, 76, RCA); “Yes. I think it’s the church.
We’re very active in church” (male, 78, RCA). The conclusion is clear: most present
close friends of older Dutch-Americans are Dutch-American too. Again, it is not so
much a deliberate ethnic choice but friendships are primarily made through the
church. Church is the common denominator. Church is where you make your
friends. Church is what matters.
The Netherlands
With each next generation, the emotional attachment of Dutch-Americans with the
Netherlands became weaker. Even though Dutch-American immigrant culture
resisted fast assimilation, economic and social ties with the Netherlands inevitably
eroded.39 The same holds for the relationships between the CRC and RCA and their
respective denominational counterparts in the Netherlands: the nature and intensity
of mutual contacts is quite different now compared to the late nineteenth and early
or mid-twentieth century.40 The churches grew apart and follow(ed) their own
course. The project of gradual and often unconscious Americanization of Dutch
immigrants was accompanied by a declining orientation towards Dutch society
among subsequent generations. Immigration was not only a physical act but also a
psychological and cultural act. Later generations of Dutch immigrants had simply
fewer family bonds with the Netherlands. This is especially the case in places like
Holland, Michigan that experienced only modest direct immigration from the
Netherlands in the (second half of the) twentieth century. One may assume that for
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the average Dutch-American whose family has been over in America for several
generations and with few relatives in the old country, the psychological attachment
to the Netherlands is not very salient. Is there evidence among our sample of older
Dutch-Americans that their personal identification with the Netherlands is quite
superficial? Is the Netherlands also psychologically a distant country?
The findings show that many respondents still feel a bond with the
Netherlands, though indeed a rather unarticulated and loose one. The bond with
Dutch society primarily reflects a symbolic relationship, representing the country
where one’s forefathers came from. “I think I appreciated being there because my
family had come from there” (female, 84, RCA); “I think you feel a bit closer than
you would with another country. Mainly because you’re family with it” (male, 84,
CRC); “We feel a special bond, yeah. That’s where we’re from. That’s where we
came from” (female, 74, CRC); “I wish I could go there. That’s what I always think”
(female, 87, CRC); “Yes, I think we do. And I think most people do, of my age”
(female, 92, RCA); “Well, my ancestors came from there. They did. And you do have
a connection” (female, 85, CRC); “It’s just another country because I haven’t been
connected with it for so many years” (male, 89, RCA); “I do. Yes definitely, because
of the people I know. Any chance I get to go back to the Netherlands, I do” (female,
80, RCA); “Well, not just another country, no. I feel kin to it” (female, 87, CRC); “Um,
well, just another country” (female, 73, RCA); “I think so. No, I think I do. I feel
closer to it than I would to any other country over there” (female, 76, CRC); “To me
it is just another country, though we enjoyed going there. We don’t have any
relatives there” (male, 78, RCA); “Yeah, I have a special bond. Certainly. But if you
were to ask me, if I had a free trip to Europe, where would I go? It’d probably be to
Italy or Southern France” (male, 83, RCA).
Furthermore, I asked my sample of older Dutch-Americans about the first image that
comes to their mind when thinking of the Netherlands. Their primary associations
pretty much stay in line with national Dutch folklore: “windmills,” “wooden shoes,”
“tulips,” “canals,” “dikes,” “bicycles,” “Amsterdam as city of sin (window
prostitutes),” but also a nation that “took a beating from the Nazis and stayed
steadfast,” “a small and struggling nation,” “an extremely small nation that had just
remarkable influence at one time or another,” and a country that is “falling away
religiously.” There is also humor: “Years ago I thought they were either Reformed or
Christian Reformed in the Netherlands, but then when I went there …” (male, 76,
CRC). Most of these images do not go beyond the standard tourist repertoire of
Dutch stereotypes and do not explicitly relate to emigration tales or histories. In
thinking about Dutch society, Dutch-Americans do not associate beyond the
mainstream American typecast about the Netherlands. About two-thirds of my
sample has visited the Netherlands. None of the respondents stays actively in touch
with current developments in the Netherlands. It seems, in conclusion, that most
older Dutch-Americans do feel a certain attachment to the Netherlands but it is an
attachment that remains superficial. It certainly is a positive feeling, but not one that
is deeply rooted. Affection with the Netherlands is primarily of a symbolic nature.
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The Next Generation and Dutch-American Culture
Discussing the beliefs of the next generation about the significance of preserving
Dutch-American culture is important for two reasons. It tells us how distinct the
generation of older Dutch-Americans feels they themselves are in this respect. This
element of self-attributed distinctiveness is one of the cornerstones of generation
theory. But it also tells us about a likely future of Dutch-American culture in the
Holland area: will the next generation—in the eyes of the older generation of DutchAmericans—be involved in keeping up Dutch-American ways and traditions or is
conserving Dutch heritage and Dutch culture simply irrelevant to them? This is how
the oldest generation of Dutch-Americans thinks about the feelings of the youngest
generation about having a Dutch background. Are those feelings different from their
own? “I think so. I don’t think it means as much to them as it did to us” (male, 89,
RCA); “Yes. They think nothing of going to the movies on Sundays, planning big
beach parties, and having things like that we wouldn’t have thought of doing (…) I
think they’re not as faithful as they should be;” “Yes, they’re getting more
Americanized as they go along. I don’t think they’re interested at all (…) they’re
interested in the church, but not in their Dutch background” (male, 80, CRC); “I
think there’s a mixture there, some say ‘Well, I’m not going to worry about that’ and
others say ‘Hey, we should preserve some of these heritage things’” (male, 76, CRC);
“Yeah, I don’t think it’s as important to them as it was to us, growing up. I think
they just wash it aside, you know, they don’t pay attention to that. We were
reminded. Dutch heritage back then was a pretty important part of our lives. Today
it isn’t. A lot of that comes from the parents themselves, today. Me included” (male,
72, RCA); “Well, yeah. The things they do on Sundays isn’t necessary. To begin with,
most of them don’t speak Dutch or understand Dutch. And, they go to high school
and college, and nationality doesn’t enter a lot of times” (male, 84, CRC); “I don’t
think they put that much emphasis on the Dutch background as I do. We in our
generation, were always thinking of getting ahead. Money was the thing. Nowadays
students are thinking how can we help the society” (male, 79, CRC); “I don’t think
they see any importance. I feel kind of sad that they don’t” (female, 89, CRC); “I
think so. Of course, we aren’t as homogeneous a group as we used to be, we’ve been
leavened quite well. I think this Tulip Time is kind of a good thing, keeps them
reminded of their Dutch background” (male, 83, RCA); “They do not hold much to
it. It’s not important to them, no. The world has become so small, we’re in touch
with all kind of nationalities. They look to the world as the world. We never talk
about being Dutch anymore” (female, 92, RCA); “I think so. The farther away you
get, the less inclination you have towards thinking Dutch, or thinking about the
Dutch” (female, 73, RCA); “No. I don’t think so. Well, it’s because it is so mixed
now” (female, 88, CRC).
The conclusion appears rather obvious: older Dutch-Americans believe that the
younger generation is much less conscious of being Dutch than they were; it is
simply irrelevant to them. The older generation clearly feels they are different from
the youngest generation as far as the saliency of Dutch culture and identity is
concerned. But what about their own children and grandchildren? Does the same
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conclusion apply here too? So it seems. “No, no. They don’t talk about that much. It
means more to me” (female, 87, CRC); “A little, I think a little bit different, but not
much. I don’t think that they bring it up as often as I did” (male, 89, RCA); “Oh yeah,
my daughter she’s really big into it, but I don’t see the rest of them …” (male, 72,
RCA); “Well, I don’t know, because they don’t talk about it. It’s just not the thing to
do today. I mean, maybe they realize they’re Dutch-American; that’s about it”
(female, 85, CRC); “Sometimes I bring up a little something, how, when we were
kids, how we did things, but …no, they’re not interested. Grandma better just be
quiet. Yeah, I wish they would take more interest in their heritage” (female, 87,
CRC); “I don’t think they have a clue” (male, 79, CRC); “I don’t think it’s a big deal,
no” (female, 76, CRC); “No, I don’t think so, but that’s the way things go” (male, 84,
CRC); “My children, they’re Americans. The Dutch means nothing” (male, 84, RCA).
But self-criticism applies, too: “I don’t know that I communicated Dutch heritage to
my kids. I guess I just felt so American, and so part of this country. I think I never
told stories about the few things I know of my ancestors. I think that a lot gets lost in
each generation in terms of communicating the past, unless you really work hard at
it” (male, 76, RCA).
The conclusion is straightforward: according to the older generation of DutchAmericans their children and grandchildren are hardly or not interested in their
Dutch ethnic background and heritage. Ethnicity, in their eyes, seems to have
reached the stage of irrelevance. What is the implication of this indifferent ethnic
psychological climate for the future of Dutch-American culture? That is the subject
of the next section, which reports the final phase of this study.
The Future of Dutch-American Culture
The Holland community is rapidly changing. Once an almost mono-cultural Dutch
enclave, Holland is quickly turning into a multi-cultural community, which along
with a still substantial Dutch population has a significant number of Hispanic and
Asian inhabitants as well. More than one out of three Holland residents is Hispanic,
and about fifty percent of the population of Holland under the age of 18 is
Hispanic.41 Combined with the fact that many of my respondents stated that the next
generation of Dutch-Americans is less interested in their Dutch heritage and their
ethnic background, the cultural psychology of Holland will change considerably.
Holland will be less Dutch. Holland will literally be more colorful. How do older
Dutch-Americans feel about these developments and changes? Do they fear that
Dutch-American culture will gradually fade away and even vanish or do they think
that somehow Holland will remain Dutch? How will the future look? Here is what
older Dutch-Americans believe about what will happen to their community and its
Dutch character. “I don’t think it’s going to totally fade away. It’s diminishing
though, we’re becoming more of a melting pot. We used to be a Dutch community,
but we’re not anymore. We have Hispanics, we have Asians, we have blacks … It’s
okay! I don’t think you can live in your own little world. But there is not a lot of
interaction between the groups” (male, 89, RCA); “It’s going downhill. That’s my
feelings” (male, 80, CRC); “It will be gone. I think it will be gone. One more
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generation (…) I think that’s kind of sad, there’s something to heritage” (male, 72,
RCA); “Yes, because there’s a lot of Spanish here, and none of that when I went to
school (…) I don’t really think most of us are real happy about it. I mean, that’s not
very nice to say, I guess, but … because, it’s changed Holland, and we don’t like that
kind of change” (female, 76, CRC); “I really feel, maybe twenty years from now,
they’ll hardly remember that this was a Dutch community (…) It will gradually be
gone. It’s sad. It’s very sad” (female, 87, CRC); “I personally do not feel sad about it.
But some people are very irritated about that (…) In our day and age, we’ve got to be
acceptable of other people. Learn more about them. Holland has done a good job of
that, we have not pushed them out. That’s part of our Dutch heritage” (female, 92,
RCA); “It will come back, at a certain time in your life, ancestors mean a lot to you. It
did to me” (female, 85, CRC); “I think that eventually it will fade away, because of
the openness of our society, and the people get around and move in and out. I think
it is inevitable. It’s going to happen but maybe more slowly than if you’re in, maybe
other places” (female, 80, RCA); “I hope not. I wouldn’t like to see that. But we try to
be hospitable. We try to be friendly. Their lifestyles are just different” (female, 73,
RCA); “No I am not really sorry. Well, I’d rather stick to our limits you know.
Holland’s changed just enormously. I work at the hospital delivering flowers, and
the number of Spanish babies far outnumbers the Caucasians” (female, 88, CRC); “I
see it happening … Well, people aren’t neat and clean like they used to be, they
don’t have regard for the Sabbath day, or for the church. I can see it dropping away.
I feel very sorry about that (…) The Dutch are dying, they’re dying, there are a lot
less Dutch here than what used to be” (female, 87, CRC); “I think it’ll fade away. I
think so… I think it is just the way things go. It doesn’t bother me so much” (male,
76, RCA).
It is interesting to note that a number of respondents indicate that the Tulip Festival
is important in keeping Dutch culture alive. “Our Tulip Festival is what really keeps
us with the Dutch. That would be a big change, if it wouldn’t be there. I think it
would just fade away if we didn’t have it” (male, 78, RCA); “Well, it will change, but
there’ll be a remnant of it left here. They have Tulip Time, and I think they do a
terrific job” (male, 79, CRC); “It depends on how they maintain Tulip Time and the
attractions they have here. Are we going to continue growing that many tulips that
we do? And also, the wooden-shoe makers, you know, if that all continues, that will
be something” (female, 80, RCA). These observations on Tulip Time are interesting,
because they indicate that when the original cultural expressions of being Dutch
disappear, the tourist representations and manifestations of these expressions
become much more central to the survival of Dutch culture. Not the culture itself but
its portrayal is what is important. 42 Real culture is replaced by symbolic or
portrayed culture.
Respondents are clearly aware of the demographic and social changes that are taking
place in Holland and its impact on Dutch-American culture. The Dutch ways and
customs will become less prominent and many respondents believe that eventually
Dutch culture will fade away. And many respondents feel sad about it, as it regards
their culture, their identity, and their heritage. But some take a more matter-of-fact
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stand: that is the way things go. The Tulip Festival is seen as a vital and necessary
contribution to keep Dutch culture alive. But all agree that Holland is changing,
rapidly changing.
Discussion and Conclusion
This study showed the relevance of researching the formative experiences and youth
memories of older Calvinist Dutch-Americans with respect to the shaping of their
ethnic-religious identity. Given the current replacement of this generation, time is
simply running out for tapping their experiences and memories. The study also
showed that an oral history approach is very useful in picturing a generation’s
cultural self-understanding, their formative years, and the way their upbringing
influenced their life course. Combining generational theory and the methodology of
oral history opens very promising interdisciplinary perspectives.
The findings indicate that the present generation of older Calvinist DutchAmericans feels that they were clearly socialized in what it means to be DutchAmerican, i.e. in Dutch-American values and norms. Key words include Christian
lifestyle, church involvement, pronounced work ethic, strong family values, and
cleanliness. Particularly the Depression was a major event in the biographical history
of this generation, an event that has markedly influenced the life course and the
societal outlooks of its members. They feel, in line with classic generation theory,
that their cohort is quite special in this manner and different from later (i.e. younger)
generations. It is also clear, that their experiences and memories reflect attachment
and affection. Older Dutch-Americans cherish their Dutch-American upbringing,
and treasure their Dutchness—even if only symbolically.
Of the two basic ingredients of their cultural identity—Dutch descent and Reformed
religion—faith is far more important than ethnicity. Though historically these two
factors are obviously interlinked, being of the (Christian) Reformed faith is much
more determining for the cultural self-understanding of older Dutch-Americans than
being of Dutch extraction. In this sense they are not double Dutch. Their Dutch
descent is literally a thing of the past; their faith and religion are things of the present
and the future. As already indicated, Krabbendam points to an interesting
underlying cultural paradox: the stronger the religious identity of an immigrant
group, the less it needed an explicit national or ethnic identity.43 The Dutch roots of
Calvinist Dutch-Americans help to explain their historic genesis but their Reformed
faith, religion, and churches justify their cultural identity and existential
consciousness.
Still, being Dutch is important to older Dutch-Americans, though their Dutch
identity generally is quite superficial. The “Dutch” cultural folklore (tulips,
windmills, wooden shoes) exhibited in Dutch colonies such as Holland, Michigan
and Pella, Iowa may be seen as illustrative. But I think it is necessary to go beyond
this observation of mere ethnic superficiality by pointing to the phenomenon that
Herbert Gans has labeled “symbolic ethnicity.”44 This form of ethnic identification,
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Gans writes, “[i]s characterized by a nostalgic allegiance to the culture of the
immigrant generation, or that of the old country; a love for and a pride in a tradition
that can be felt without having to be incorporated into everyday behavior.”45 Many
of the ethnic symbols and signs used by later generations of American immigrants
are re-invented in the American context and blended with American ideals, codes,
and traditions.46 Old and new cultural expressions are combined, leading to novel
cultural manifestations. In the words of Pieter Stokvis, “it is a ‘hyphenated’ culture
marked by an ambivalent identity.”47 Contemporary Dutch-American culture may
first seem stereotyped, folklorized, and trivialized in its expressions of being Dutch,
but on further thought they function as cultural reinforcers of Dutchness—of Dutch
identity—within the American context. These ethnic expressions strengthen Dutch
consciousness and cultural cohesion and as such are instrumental to the preservation
of Dutch-American culture.48 Many respondents feel and fear that Dutch-American
culture will fade away, and to a large extent that will be the case. But new cultural
manifestations do and will take form. Contemporary Dutch ethnic expressions
reflect the way Dutch-American culture has assimilated into mainstream American
culture. These expressions are cultural markers of what Dutch identity means in
modern American society, more than one-and-a-half century after immigrant
pioneers Van Raalte, Scholte, and their followers set foot on American soil. Each new
generation of Dutch-Americans will stew their own Dutch morsels in the American
melting pot. This is precisely why the intergenerational study of Dutch-American
ethnic and cultural expressions is such a fascinating subject.
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